Does the Design of Buildings Affect Our Minds?
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Do buildings affect how we feel and, if so, how can we tell? Currently, we can only ask people, which relies on them being able to accurately identify their emotions. As our emotions influence how we think, behave, and work, it is important to understand whether the places we spend time in, like our homes, offices, schools, and hospitals, affect us. We ran an experiment with more than 60 healthy adults. Participants sat in a virtual reality room, which we made larger or smaller, or we colored the walls. To understand if the size or color of the room affected their brains and bodies, we used sensors on the skin and asked participants to tell us about their emotions. We found that room size and color affected brain activity associated with concentration and emotion. This suggests that the buildings we spend time in impacts the ways we interact with the world.
Have you ever been in a certain room and felt uncomfortable or unable to concentrate? You might have needed to stand on the stage at a school assembly or sit for an exam in the gym. Sometimes, this can make us feel uncomfortable, but is that only because of the situation (being in front of a crowd or taking a test), or could the design of the building where the activity is happening also be affecting our emotions and ability to perform tasks? As we spend up to 90% of our lives inside buildings, it is important to understand if buildings affect our minds. If the design of buildings can change our emotions or our performance, maybe building designers could build spaces that help us perform at our highest level and feel our best!

**BUILDINGS ARE COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTS**

Buildings might seem like easy-to-understand human-made structures, but they are actually quite complex because they involve a lot more than just the building itself. For example, things that happen in buildings often influence our minds and emotions—think of how you feel when you imagine your home vs. a hospital or a classroom, for instance. Additionally, buildings have contents like furniture and other objects, and the conditions within a building, like temperature, lighting, and sound, can also influence us. There could also be people or animals inside, like your family or your pets!

Further, the memories that we have of buildings can also affect our minds and bodies. Our memories of a room or building can help us know how to interact and behave within that environment. Finally, buildings also have a complex mix of design characteristics, including color (painted walls), texture (wood floors or carpet), geometry (curved walls or straight ones) and scale (height and width of a room). All these complex factors make it hard for scientists to understand if a person’s emotions or body reactions are due to the design of the building or if they are due to one of these other factors. So, it is tricky to design good scientific experiments to test how buildings themselves affect our brain and body functioning.

What if we removed as many of these complex factors as possible, and focused only on design characteristics? The aim of our study was to understand if scale and colour of a room impacts us.

**THE DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT**

During the experiment, we asked 60 healthy adult participants to sit in the middle of a virtual reality (VR) room for 20 min, while we measured how their brain and body responded to changes in the room’s scale or color (Figure 1). As some people enjoy playing VR games and this might make them more comfortable, we asked how much VR experience people had beforehand. We did not see any difference between the
people who used VR a lot, compared to those that did not. Before we showed them the VR rooms the participants rested for 2 min, which gave us a baseline to compare to their brain and body responses to the rooms. The rooms were identical, other than their size and the color of the walls. Each VR room had only a door and a chair, with no other objects, people, or furnishings that could trigger memories. During the experiment, participants wore VR glasses with headtracking ability, which allowed the virtual room to move as the participants moved their heads. This made the experience feel realistic [1].

For color, we selected blue to compare to white. We chose blue because it is not often associated with behaviors or actions. For example, when people see a traffic light, they generally know red means “stop”. Blue is not often used for any sort of sign or signal, which makes it easier for us to understand if the color, rather than a learnt behaviour to the color, causes a change in people’s emotions.

We had five rooms in total, which included a control (100% scale/normal size, white color), small condition (75% scale, white color), large condition (125% scale, white color), extra-large condition (150% scale, white color) and a color condition (100% scale, blue color). The control is a normal room with a door and chair that looks the same size as the doors in your own home, and we included this so we could compare whether the scale and color conditions made a difference. Each room was shown for 2 min, and the order in which the larger or smaller rooms were shown was different each time we ran the experiment. However, the blue condition was shown last as only some participants were shown it as a sample study. It was important that we changed the order the rooms were shown as over time participants can become bored or tired, which can influence the results. Between rooms, participants told us about their emotions using picture scales.

As participants’ emotions might also be influenced by how comfortable they feel, we also measured the room temperature, how quickly the
air moved, how much humidity was in the air, the amount of carbon dioxide in the air (too much can make us feel sleepy), and the level of sound in the room. This helped us to make sure we were measuring the effects of scale and color, rather than accidently measuring the effect of something else that was affecting the participants. Surprisingly, no prior studies had accounted for all these factors [2].

**HOW CAN WE MEASURE EMOTIONS?**

Emotions are important as they influence how our body functions. They can also guide our behavior and thinking. For example, when we experience a negative emotion, signals from the brain can result in our body pumping blood around the body faster so that we can move quickly if we are in danger. In our study, we measured people’s emotions in several ways (Figure 1). Most simply, we asked participants to report their emotions themselves. Participants used picture scales to rate what is called the “dimensions” in emotion. These were pleasure (rated bad to good), arousal (from bored to jittery) and dominance (from shy to confident) [3].

We also monitored changes in participants’ bodies, specifically heart rate, the number of breaths they took, and the level of sweat on the skin of their fingers. Our heartbeat, breathing, and sweating are all autonomic functions, meaning we do not actively control them and are generally not aware they are happening. Finally, we looked at brain activity using a technique called electroencephalography (EEG). In EEG, electrodes are placed on the scalp to measure the electrical messages the brain cells use to communicate (Figure 2). All these measures are quantitative, which means the data have numerical values, so we could determine whether any of these measures increased, decreased, or stayed the same during the experiment.
WHAT DID WE FIND?

Our results (Figure 3) showed that making the room bigger resulted in a type of brain activity which is usually found when we are concentrating [4]. We also found that the blue room resulted in brain activity that has been associated with positive emotion [5]. The rooms also changed the participants’ autonomic functions (their patterns of breathing and sweating). Despite these observations, we found no change in what participants told us about their emotions. This suggests it’s important to use other methods of measuring emotions, in addition to self-reporting.

Overall, these results show our mind and body are affected by how we design buildings. However, we still need to understand if our ability to perform a task (like remembering information or understanding if other people around you are happy or sad) is affected by the scale and color of the room. We also know that other factors, such as how stressed we feel, can influence our response. This can lower a person’s capacity to adjust to changes in their environments. For example, think of a classroom—might a cold-colored wall paint, like blue, make you feel different on an exam day (when you feel more stress) compared to a regular day?

Future experiments must be done to test if design impacts on our ability to do tasks and the role that additional factors like stress might play in the effect a building has on people’s emotions. This research is exciting because hopefully, the results of our experiments will help designers to create buildings that help us to feel and perform at their best!
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YOUNG REVIEWERS

MAYUKHA, AGE: 14
Hello! I am Mayukha, I enjoy dancing, singing, and playing lawn tennis. My interests include learning biomechanics of the human body and evolutionary history. I enjoy experiencing different cultures and traditions.

MRITTIKA, AGE: 15
Mrittika loves hanging out with friends and family. Her interests include: playing the viola, dancing, singing, reading, and calligraphy. Math, Social Studies, and Music are her favorite subjects and she enjoys volleyball, karate, and running. Mrittika’s favorite accomplishment is becoming a part of her school’s journalism team. She received an award for being the best foreign language student of the year in middle school and was a finalist in a nationwide computer science competition. Recently her high school team was semi-finalists in the Nebraska Writers Collective slam poetry contest. Mrittika aspires to be a more open-minded and knowledgeable person.

TARANG, AGE: 12
Hello I am Tarang. I do not like cake (except cheesecake, I like cheesecake). I like to read books that are not above 100 years old, cycle, wavebord, and play videogames but I do not play in 8 bit. I like astronomy and big fat atom bombs (not nuclear physics just atom and hydrogen bombs). I usually live a normal life and I play guitar. You can connect with me at... REDACTED.
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